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McGreevy

PROLAB

Professional Quality Photo Lab & Press Printing Services

518-426-1039

& ProPress

Film Processing
We process all three film types (C-41, B&W, E-6) using Tru Trak hanger transport machines. These dip and

dunk systems ensure clean and consistent results, with time, temperature, agitation and replenishment all
accurately controlled. With our commitment to the highest standards of quality, control strips are utilized to
determine accurate color balance, correct film speed, clean whites (D-min), and rich blacks (D-max). The
result is accurate, consistent film processing time and time again.

We process film once per week on Wednesday. Film must be dropped off by 1:00 PM.
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Film Format

Once the film is processed there are a
variety of options to choose from:
Contact Sheets
Index Prints
Photofinishing
Scanning
CD burn
USB Burn
FTP Uploads



50% Discount

on all film processing when ordered
with Photofinishing, Full Roll Film
Scans or Contact Sheets.
This includes E-6.

14.00






Push/Pull $3.00 per roll or sheet
Clip Tests - $8.00
Cross Processing w/push: add 100%
Archival sleeves and pages

TURN-AROUND

 We process film once per week on
Wednesday. Flm must be dropped off
by1:00 pm to be included on the
Wednesday film run.

 “Process only” film will be ready on
Thursday morning.

 Prints and scans from rolls are typically

Find a complete description of these
services throughout the price list.

ready by Monday morning. See
“Photofinishing” and “Full Roll Film Scans”
for pricing and exact turn-around.

Attention E-6 Shooters - You can now enjoy proofing options that were once relegated only to the world of
negative films. The Fuji Frontier excels with slide and medium format transparency films. Index prints, proof
prints, conversion to B&W, scans, and burn to CD are not only possible, they are phenomenal. To get the
best full roll proofing prices the film must be un-cut/un-mounted, so when in doubt specify “DO NOT CUT”.
We can always send the 35mm slide film back for mounting after any printing/scanning work is done.

Prices are subject to change.
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